
Are You Buying a Truck or a 
Business Solution?

When it comes to buying a truck for business purposes, there are a variety of factors to consider. 
From the specifications of the truck to its workability to the connections to company software, 
there’s a lot to think about. It’s also important to consider how the truck will be used for employee 
recruitment and how its organization and safety features can affect employee retention. Finally, 
having the right inventory on the truck and an efficient job performance affects customer 
satisfaction and are essential considerations. All these factors play an important part in purchasing 
the right truck for your business needs. In this article, we’ll take a closer look at the specifications, 
workability, employment recruitment, safety, and connection to company software that should be 
taken into account when buying a truck for business purposes.

SERVICE
For service purposes, having a well-thought-out body or shelving unit is vital. The organization 
is necessary to ensure inventory can be accessed quickly and efficiently. Ease of egress is also 
important to make sure employees stay safe while loading and unloading heavy items. Lighting is 
essential to provide visibility in dark areas and connect to company software for real-time inventory 
control. 

INVENTORY
Maintaining an accurate inventory of parts and materials is essential for any truck manufacturing 
company. A well-stocked inventory can help reduce downtime, boost employee efficiency, improve 
employee retention, increase revenue, and enhance customer satisfaction. By having all the 
necessary parts on hand, plumbers, electricians and HVAC service personnel can complete jobs 
without requiring additional trips to off-site locations, resulting in higher productivity and lower 
overhead costs.
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NEW INSTALLATIONS
When it comes to new installations, having a chassis that is capable of handling the job is essential. 
This includes weight capacity, turning radius, and being able to choose between regular cab or crew 
cab. Fuel type (gas, diesel, electric) is also important, as is comfort for the driver. 

WORKABILITY: BODY AND SHELVING UNITS
The workability of a truck refers to its ability to perform its intended tasks efficiently and effectively. 
This includes factors such as its load capacity, engine power, and overall reliability. A truck with 
good workability will be able to handle heavy loads, travel long distances, and operate in a range 
of environments without experiencing breakdowns or delays. It will also be designed with features 
such as strong brakes, sturdy suspension, and responsive steering to ensure safe and smooth 
operation. Additionally, a truck with high workability will incorporate storage solutions, safety 
precautions and ease of access specifications to allow service personnel to perform their jobs at the 
highest efficiency possible.  Overall, workability is a critical factor to consider when selecting a truck 
for commercial or industrial use.

ORGANIZATION
The service industry truck involves the assembly of various parts and components to create a 
functional vehicle. To ensure efficient and effective productivity, service companies typically follow a 
structured approach to organize the different truck parts during the customer encounter. This entails 
breaking down the service process into smaller steps and grouping related parts together. Flat rate 
plumbers can help boost efficiency and scalability of the truck, which in turn increases revenue 
per product. When designing truck bodies or shelving units, it is important to consider factors such 
as the ability to stand up inside, parts and tool organization, lighting, and fleet standardization. A 
standing height allows for better movement and visibility within the truck body or shelves, parts 
and tool organization provides the service personnel with ease of access, speed of access, and 
the ability to connect inventory to the business software while proper lighting ensures adequate 
visibility within the workspace. Additionally, standardizing inventory across all trucks in a fleet helps 
improve scalability, allowing workers to quickly and easily load and unload materials without having 
to search for the correct items. By addressing these key points, manufacturers can ensure that their 
truck bodies or shelving units are both safe and productive for their employees.
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ACCESS TO INVENTORY
Having the right inventory on the truck can save time, as employees won’t have to leave the location 
to complete the job. Organization and ease of egress are important to make sure inventory can be 
accessed quickly and safely. Having a clean and organized truck also provides a good brand image 
which will help with onboarding and employee retention. 

EASE OF EGRESS
Ease of egress is important to make sure employees stay safe while loading and unloading heavy 
items. Having a ramp for heavier items will limit back strain, while stand-up access to tools and 
inventory will help further reduce the chances of injury. 

SAFETY - RAMP FOR LOADING AND UNLOADING HEAVY ITEMS
Limiting injury is key when it comes to safety. Having a ramp for heavier items will limit back strain. 
Stand-up access to tools and inventory will help employees stay safe. Locking systems should be 
in place to protect the truck from theft. In addition to this, reducing workplace injuries can also 
lead to cost savings - according to a recent report, every dollar invested in preventing workplace 
accidents saves an average of $2.17 in direct costs associated with injuries. By taking the necessary 
precautions to ensure safety in the workplace, service companies can not only improve employee 
wellbeing, but also reduce costs.

LIGHTING
Good lighting is crucial for ensuring visibility in poorly lit areas, and it also enables the connection 
to company software for real-time inventory control. This will help maintain safety by providing 
visibility while working. Additionally, having a good relationship with the dealership is helpful for any 
potential upgrades or repairs needed in the future. 

CONNECTION TO COMPANY SOFTWARE
When it comes to buying a truck for business, the connection to company software is an important 
consideration. The trucks should be able to handle the job, including weight capacity, turning radius, 
and choosing between a regular cab or crew cab. Fuel type (gas, diesel, electric) is also important, 
as is comfort for the driver. Connecting to company software enables real-time inventory control, 
which can help with enhanced productivity and increasing revenue per client and billed revenue per 
hour.
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WEIGHT CAPACITY
When it comes to buying a truck for business, considering the weight capacity of the body 
combination is essential. Having the right specifications for the truck will ensure that it can handle 
the job efficiently and safely. Weight capacity needs to be considered to prevent overloading the 
truck, which can lead to reduced productivity, injury, or damage to the truck itself. 

TURNING RADIUS
The turning radius of the truck should also be taken into account. The truck should be able to turn 
easily in tight spaces and maneuver around obstacles with ease. Having a good turning radius can 
help reduce time wasted trying to navigate tight areas. 

REGULAR CAP OR CREW CAB
Having the option between a regular cab or crew cab should also be taken care of. A crew cab 
provides extra space for additional passengers or cargo, while a regular cab typically uses less 
fuel than a crew cab. Choosing the right cab will depend on the truck’s purpose and any other 
passengers needed on board. 

FUEL (GAS, DIESEL, ELECTRIC)
Fuel type should also be considered when purchasing a truck for business. Gas, diesel, and 
electricity are the most common types of fuel, so choosing the right one for the job is important. 
Different fuels have different operational costs, so it’s important to account for this when making a 
decision. 

CREATOR COMFORTS
Comfort for the driver is also primary to consider when buying a truck for business. Having 
comfortable seating, temperature control, and audio options can make a big difference in the driver’s 
experience. This can help with employee retention, as drivers feel more comfortable and satisfied 
with their job. 

DEALERSHIP RELATIONSHIP
Having a good relationship with the dealership is helpful for any potential upgrades or repairs 
needed in the future. Having a trusted dealership nearby can provide quick and reliable service when 
needed. This can help save time and money when dealing with repairs or replacements.
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EMPLOYMENT RECRUITMENT
Having a clean and organized truck provides a good brand image. Onboarding new employees is 
easier if the truck is laid out properly. Enhanced productivity is possible if organized correctly, as 
well as increasing revenue per client and billed revenue per hour. Having the right inventory on the 
truck can save time, as employees won’t have to leave the location to complete the job. Having an 
organized truck can also help with employee retention, as it shows that the company takes pride 
in its fleet and operations. In addition, having the ability to improve revenue per client and increase 
billed revenue per hour will help businesses grow in the long run.

LOCKING SYSTEM
When it comes to truck safety, having a locking system is essential. This will help protect the truck 
from theft and keep any inventory or tools on board secure while away from the truck. It’s important 
to have a locking system that is reliable and easy to use so that employees can quickly access the 
truck when needed.

BOTTOM LINE
In conclusion, when it comes to buying a truck for business purposes, there are many factors to 
consider. Specifications should match the purpose of the job, workability should be well thought out, 
and having the right inventory on board is essential. Employment recruitment should be taken into 
consideration, with a clean and organized truck providing a good brand image. Safety is paramount, 
and having a locking system is essential, while connection to company software enables real-time 
inventory control. Comfort for the driver is also essential, as is having a good relationship with the 
dealership for any potential upgrades or repairs needed in the future. With all these considerations 
taken into account, businesses can ensure that their trucks serve their needs efficiently and safely.

For more information, contact ST Engineering Hackney today and speak with a member of our team. 
We are here to help in any way we can. Give us a call at (252) 946-6521 or you can reach us by email 
at info@hackneyusa.com and let us help you keep your employees safe and productive.


